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Gravity wave inuene on middle atmosphere dynamisin model and satellite dataP. Homann, Ch. JaobiAbstratNumerial results of the Middle and Upper Atmosphere Model (MUAM) for simulatingthe middle atmosphere onditions during January-February 2006 and 2008 have beenompared with SABER/TIMED satellite data. A weaker amplitude of stationary wavesin the mesosphere was found in 2008 ompared to 2006. By foring the model withrealisti lower boundary onditions from reanalyses, averaged elds of zonal wind andtemperature as well as stationary waves were simulated. Through hanging of gravitywave (GW) amplitudes in the parameterisation, suh a realisti behaviour an be approx-imately reprodued with model. We onlude that at least part of the middle atmosphereinterannual variability is due to hanges in GW foring.1. IntrodutionMehanisti irulation models of the middle atmosphere inlude simplied numerialshemes of some dynamial proesses suh as the gravity wave (GW) interation with themean ow. Their appliation is limited and parts of the input parameters, suh as GWsoures and the distribution of ozone, only onsider zonal symmetri strutures. In somemodels essentially tuned to desribe the middle atmosphere like the Middle and UpperAtmosphere Model (MUAM, Pogoreltsev et al., 2007), the sheme that haraterises theaeleration of the mean wind due to GW is insuient to study oupling proesses withthe thermosphere, beause the parameterisation only desribes slowly GW with a xedhorizontal wavelength of 300 km, whih annot penetrate the lower thermosphere. Nev-ertheless, middle atmosphere proesses may be approximately reprodued by the model.In this paper we ompare two model runs for Jan-Feb 2006 and 2008 with satellite data.In other words, we are interested in how MUAM is able to reprodue the two dierent ob-servations by simply hanging the lower boundary onditions and the amplitude of GW.Figure 1 shows results from satellite data analysis at 45°N, that is the distribution ofstationary planetary waves (SPWs) with height over the time from 2002 to 2008. A waveproxy is used based on standard deviations of temperatures from the SABER/TIMEDinstrument (Mertens and et al., 2001, 2004); a desription of this proxy an be found inHomann and Jaobi (2010); Borries and Homann (2010). While in winter (Jan-Feb)2006 the amplitudes of the mesospheri stationary wave omponent is well developed,two years later there exists almost no signal of SPW. It is supposed that suh behaviourmay be indiretly onneted with the solar yle that inuenes the dynamis of themiddle atmosphere. Data analyses of GW potential energy also derived from SABERtemperature proles (Jaobi et al., 2011) of the last years have shown an inrease of themean GW ativity in the mesosphere, whih might be interpreted for this hypothesis.However, in ontrast to the situation in summer, winter onditions are mainly aeted byPW ativity. GWs play the most important role. Thus, Fig. 2 presents global Jan-Febmean GW potential energy and its hange during the period from 2006 to 2008. Positive
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Figure 1: Height-time ross setion of a wave proxy derived from SABER temperaturesat 45°N (grey saling) from 2002-2008. The mean zonal wind (grey ontours) and thesame proxy at 30 km and 45 km (heavy blak lines) obtained by MetO are added.deviations (middle panel of Fig. 2) in the upper mesosphere (∼80 km) denote strongerGW ativity in 2006 than in 2008. An opposite sign is found in the lower thermosphere,whih means a derease of GW energy between the two years. Although the omparisonof GW for these individual years indiates deviations from the urrent long-term trendthe downward shifting of the breaking level (∼90 km) with inreasing GW an be seenthat motivates us for this omparison study.
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Figure 2: Height-latitude ross setion of Jan-Feb (JF) mean zonal averaged GW potentialenergy (Ep) for 2006 (left panel) and 2008 (right panel). The 2006-2008 dierene patternis shown in the middle of this gure. Note that the dierene values are multiplied by fatorof 10.In order to simulate the response of middle atmosphere dynamis on GW hanges we am-plify their amplitude to simulate hanges in the middle atmosphere that are in aordanewith SABER results and ompare the dierent model results for the mean ow with satel-lite observations. For that purpose, global data from MetOe stratospheri reanalyses
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(MetO, Swinbank and Ortland, 2003) and unevenly spaed temperature proles of thestratosphere, mesosphere and lower thermosphere provided by the SABER instrumentare analysed with respet to planetary waves (PW) for omparison with the model. Thefollowing setions will give a oarse introdution to the irulation model (MUAM) andsatellite data (SABER/TIMED) as well as the spae-time method for analysing PW.2. The middle and upper atmosphere model (MUAM)The MUAM model (Pogoreltsev et al., 2007) was developed on the basis of the CologneModel of the Middle Atmosphere-Leipzig Institute for Meteorology (COMMA-LIM), whihwas already applied in previous studies, e.g., by Fröhlih et al. (2003b); Jaobi et al.(2006). It is a so-alled mehanisti three-dimensional model, in whih the atmosphereirulation is self-onsistently generated. Monthly zonal means of the geopotential heightand temperature elds, that over the troposphere and lower stratosphere up to 10 hPa,as well as the monthly averaged amplitude and phase of the rst three zonal harmonisat 1000 hPa, taken from reanalysis data, are used as lower boundary onditions. Theseare typially averaged over 10 years (1992-2002). The radiative heating due to absorption
O3 and O2 is desribed in the Strobel-sheme (Strobel, 1978) and the heating of H2Oand CO2 is adjusted aording to (Liou, 1992). The eet of GW on the irulation inthe model is parametrised by a sheme based on Lindzen (1981).The breaking of GW ours, if the stati stability vanishes, whih orresponds to ∂θ/∂z =
0, and auses turbulene, mixing and GW dissipation in the upper mesosphere. Othermodiations in this sheme has been implemented by Jaobi et al. (2006) as proposedin Gavrilov and Yudin (1992); Gavrilov and Fukao (1999); Akmaev (2001). A detaileddesription of the implemented parameterisations an be found in Fröhlih et al. (2003a).Several studies of planetary waves propagation in the middle atmosphere using COMMA-LIM were made by, e.g., Fröhlih et al. (2003b, 2005); Jaobi et al. (2006).The 60-level version of MUAM allows to inlude the dynamis of the neutral upper atmo-sphere (thermosphere) by shifting the upper boundary to a height of about 300 km andinorporating a new sheme for extreme ultra-violet (EUV) heating based on the workof Rihards et al. (1994). The 48-level version only onsiders the middle atmosphere upto about 135 km. The horizontal resolution in latitude and longitude is 5°×5.625° andthe vertial levels are given by the non-dimensional height x = −ln (p/1000 hPa). Thelog-pressure height is obtained by multiplying x the non-dimensional height with the saleheight (H = 7 km).Desription Symbol Values Unitnumber of gravity waves 48horizont. wavelength λx 300 kmphase speed ci 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30 m/sazimuth angle θ 0, 45, 90, 135, 180, 225, 270, 315 degTable 4: Overview about parameters, whih determine the spetrum of typial GW as usedin the parametrisation sheme of MUAM.
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Figure 3: Lower boundary for January ondition of the years 2006 and 2008 that areused in the model runs as a funtion of latitude and/or height: temperature amplitudedistribution for zonal wavenumbers k=1,2 at 1000 hPa (left panel), mean temperatureross setions (mid panel) and the dierene (right panel).Here, the 48-level version of MUAM is applied in order to study the eet of GW hangeson the middle atmosphere dynamis. In Tab. 4 parameters are listed, whih indiatethe spetrum of GW as onsidered in the parametrisation. Altogether 48 dierent kindsof GW are haraterised by typial values of phase speed, horizontal wavelength andazimuth angle, whih are implemented in 10 km. Their vertial veloity is weighted byfrequeny and phase speed as desribed in Jaobi et al. (2006). Latitudinal and seasonaldependenies are also onsidered in the parameterisation. Though, a stronger GW ativityin the winter hemisphere is supposed.3. Reanalyses and satellite dataOperational reanalyses from MetOe (Swinbank and Ortland, 2003) and measurementsfrom the SABER instrument on board of the TIMED satellite (Mlynzak, 1997) areanalysed here in order to evaluate the model results. While the standard reanalysis prod-uts of meteorologial parameters are provided on a regular grid up to the lower meso-sphere (∼60 km), additional information of the temperature distribution in the strato-sphere, mesosphere and lower thermosphere (30-130 km) an be retrieved from satellite(Mertens and et al., 2001, 2004). These data are unevenly spaed aording to the orbitalgeometry. By applying spetral methods (Setion 4) harmoni omponents are extratedfrom the data and ompared with model results.3.1 Boundary onditions to run the modelFor running MUAM for two dierent Jan-Feb onditions in 2006 and 2008, the monthlymean zonal averaged temperature eld up to 30 km and the rst three stationary ompo-nents at 1000 hPa with zonal wavenumber k=1,2,3 in temperature and geopotential heightare extrated from NCEP/NCAR reanalyses (Kalnay et al., 1996) and implemented aslower boundary ondition.Figure 3 shows parts of the used lower boundary onditions to setup the model to situa-tions that orrespond to Jan 2006 and Jan 2008. The middle panel presents the monthly
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zonal mean temperature pattern in the height-latitude ross setion. The dierene pat-tern between Jan 2006 and Jan 2008 is shown in the right panel and indiates a 10 Kwarmer lower north polar stratosphere in 2006. The monthly mean amplitudes of therst two harmonis (left panel), whih orresponds to stationary planetary waves SPW1(blak) and SPW2 (green), reveal dierenes between 2006 (solid) and 2008 (dashed) atthe lowest pressure level (1000 hPa). In partiular, the SPW1 amplitudes at midlatitudesdier by about 2 K.3.2 Satellite data analysisThe stratosphere, mesosphere and lower thermosphere satellite-based remote sensing teh-niques produts (e.g. TIMED/SABER) extend the data base provided by reanalyses. Inpartiular, limb-sounding of temperature proles (Mertens and et al., 2001, 2004) pro-vide useful information about the thermal struture and omposition between the height-latitude range of 30-130 km and from 52° to 83° on the other hemisphere. After a 60 daysyaw-yle the latitude range reverses. Thus, sine the instrument starts its observationsin January 2002, a nearly ontinuous temperature overage is available in a latitude rangeof about 50°S to 50°N.For analysing the unevenly spaed data, taken from the so-alled L2A (V1.07) prod-ut, with respet to PW we separated temperature into asending (Tasc) and desending(Tdsc) nodes (Oberheide et al., 2003) and arranged the daily orbital information to aregular 3D-grid [∆z,∆φ,∆λ] = [2 km, 5°, 10°] overing the middle atmosphere from
φ = [−45° . . . 45°] and z = [30 . . . 130 km]. By olleting all temperature values withinsuh a grid box and averaging, a data set for analysing PW in the stratosphere and meso-sphere is obtained. In the upper mesosphere and lower thermosphere, tidal eets blur alear piture of PW. Spetral methods for analysing unevenly spaed data in the longi-tude and time domain (e.g. Hayashi, 1980; Zhang et al., 2006; Panheva et al., 2009a,b)is applied to deompose PW and tides from polar orbiting satellite data in one step.4. Analysis of wavesFor the analysis of mean elds and wave omponents with respet to wavenumber (k) andfrequeny (ω) from unevenly spaed satellite data the method introdued in Panheva et al.(2009a) is applied. This method also allows to analyse evenly spaed reanalyses and modeloutput data. Based on a two-month data set (Jan-Feb) the algorithm is adopted for eahheight and latitude separately, in order to obtain a global harateristi of PW ativity.For eah analysis, all longitudinal and temporal information Xφ,z (t, λ) are arrange inone vetor and deomposed into mean (Am), higher order trends (At, Ap) and harmoniomponents as given next:
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Ae · cos(kλ− ωnt+ ϕe)
+R(t, λ).
(1)
A least-squares (LS) method is then applied to determine the extrated spetral waveharateristis with respet to frequenies (ωn) and zonal wavenumbers (k) for the ampli-tude and phase of vaillations (Av, ϕv), stationary waves (As, ϕs) and westward (Aw, ϕw)and eastward travelling waves (Ae, ϕe). R gives the residual between analysis model anddata. Here, we use this method to exlusively deompose the unevenly spaed SABERtemperature proles into the mean and stationary wave omponents. Alternatively, weompute proxies of travelling (Pt) and stationary (Ps) waves (Homann and Jaobi, 2010)to ompare planetary wave ativity between dierent model runs.5. Model omparison with data in the winters 2006 and 2008In this setion we present dierenes between model results for winter onditions (Jan-Feb) of the years 2006 and 2008 in omparison with SABER data. In order to run themodel for these two ases, the lower boundary onditions of January 2006 and 2008 wereextrated from NCEP reanalysis to replae the limatologial data for 1992-2002 (seesetion 3.1). All runs were arried out without externally fored travelling PW. However,free travelling internal waves are self-onsistently generated by the model. There areadditional parameters (e.g. the amplitude of GW at the equator) that are adapted to therespetive situations.MUAM runs year (lower boundary) GW gures1 2006 2.0 m/s 6, 7, 8, 92 2008 2.0 m/s 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 123 2008 2.2 m/s 11, 12Table 7: List of model runs (330-390 days) and gures that demonstrate our results.At rst we run the model by using the two dierent initial data. All other adjustmentsare equal (see Tab. 7). Although the lower boundaries represent January onditions, themodel simulates January and February elds (model day 330-390). The period of timebetween model day 300 to day 330 orresponds to January 1 onditions over one month.
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Figure 4: Height-time ross setion of smoothed zonal wind (ontours) and temperatureanomalies (olor saling) taken from MetO (lower panels) and SABER (upper panels)between the 1st Otober to 31st Marh of 2006 (left) and 2008 (right) at 45°N.The temporal behaviour in wind and temperature anomalies within the orrespondingheight range (30-55 km) is similar in the absolute values and the loation of the jets.Both ases indiate a warming in the stratosphere (+5 K) onneted with ooling in themesosphere (-10 K) around De-Jan 2006 and Jan-Feb 2008. Before the temperatureinrease ours, the zonal wind is strong, but muh weaker during the warming period. Aomplete wind reversal, known from sudden stratospheri warming (SSW), is not observed
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beause this phenomenon is primarily loated at higher latitudes (e.g. Labitzke, 1999;Homann et al., 2007).Figure 5 shows height-latitude patterns of Jan-Feb mean eld dierenes between 2006 and2008 of SABER temperature (left panel) and the amplitude of SPW1 (right panel). Frommean temperature deviations, we may see that the summer hemisphere is hardly aetedand the dierenes are weak. The equatorial region and winter hemisphere indiate ahange of positive and negative anomalies, while positive signs orrespond to larger valuesin 2006. Aordingly, a ooling of the tropial mesosphere (50-70 km) is observed, whihis aompanied by a warming at midlatitudes. The upper mesosphere (>70 km) showsan opposite behaviour, that is a ooling at 45°N. Considering the hange in SPW ativitybetween 2006 and 2008, a dereasing amplitude of more than 2 K is observed in themesosphere ∼70 km, as already depited in Fig. 1.
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Figure 5: Height-latitude pattern of 2006-2008 dierenes of Jan-Feb mean temperature(left panel), and stationary waves (right panel).5.2 Modelled dierenes by hanging the lower boundary onditionsIn this subsetion we ompare Jan-Feb mean zonal wind and temperature elds in the mid-dle atmosphere obtained by model simulations (olor saling) with MetO (ontours). Thefollowing gures show the individual two-monthly mean distributions in height-latitudeross setions of the year 2006 (left) and 2008 (right) as well as the deviations betweenthe two patterns (middle).Figure 6 ompares the 2006 and 2008 mean zonal winds in Jan-Feb. Both model simu-lations (run1, run2 ) represent the known harateristis of the westerly and easterly jetsin the middle atmosphere. The height level of the wind reversal in the mesopause regiondepends on the GW amplitude. In the two onsidered ases this parameter is set to 2m/s at the equator. The omparison between model and reanalyses up to about 55 kmreveals a qualitatively better agreement for the summer than for the winter hemisphere.The reason is that no PW are able to exist during easterly winds. In ontrast, on the win-ter hemisphere the mean wind is inuened by waves, whih makes it more ompliatedto reprodue data by model simulations without externally fored travelling PW. For thisreason one an sometimes reprodue observations very well (e.g. 2006) and sometimesless satisfatorily (2008).
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MUAM/MetO: 2008, JF, U [m/s]
Figure 6: Height-latitude ross setion of mean zonal wind for Jan-Feb 2006 (left panel)and 2008 (right panel) generated by MUAM (olour ode). MetO zonal winds are overlayedas isolines. The dierene pattern is shown in the middle panel.
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MUAM: 2006-2008, JF, ∆T [K]
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MUAM: 2008, JF, T [K]
Figure 7: Height-latitude ross setion of mean temperature for Jan-Feb 2006 (left panel)and 2008 (right panel) generated by MUAM. The dierene pattern is shown in the middlepanel.
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2008: Jan-Feb, 42.5 ◦ N,  U [m/s]
Figure 8: Height-longitude ross setion of zonal wind at 42.5°N modelled by MUAM(olor saling) and MetO (ontours).
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Regarding the dierenes between the same two model simulations (run1 and run2 ), Fig.6 (middle panel) reveals negative (dashed lines) and positive (solid lines) anomalies inthe zonal wind. Negative anomalies prevail in the region of the middle atmosphere jets,whih mean generally stronger westerly winds in 2008 than in 2006 only due to hangesof the lower boundary onditions.Figure 7 presents the temperature distribution of the middle atmosphere for the sameases. The dierene of the two patterns reveals a ooling (+5 K) of the stratosphere in2008 and warming (-5 K) of the mesosphere at high latitudes in 2006. This behaviour anbe explained by PW ativity. Beause externally fored travelling PW are not exitedhere, dierenes in SPW ativity generated by the lower boundary must be responsible,whih is disussed in the following paragraph.
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MUAM: 2008, JF, Ps
Figure 9: Height-latitude ross setion of the stationary wave proxy in temperature forJan-Feb 2006 (left panel) and 2008 (right panel) generated by MUAM. The dierenepattern is shown in the middle panel.
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MUAM: 2008, JF, Pt
Figure 10: Height-latitude ross setion of the travelling wave proxy in temperature forJan-Feb 2006 (left panel) and 2008 (right panel) generated by MUAM. The dierenepattern is shown in the middle panel.It is known that most of the variations aused by PW our in winter during whihwesterly winds prevail. Aordingly, we onsider the mean zonal wind pattern in the
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height-longitude plane at 42.5°N. Figure 8 presents again the two winter situations of2006 (left part) and 2008 (right part) omparing MUAM (olor saling) and MetO (on-tours). In 2008 negative values of the zonal wind in the stratosphere over 150°E and250°E an be observed in both data sets. However, these are stronger in MetO (-20 m/s)than in MUAM data (-10 m/s). In 2006 all values are positive (westerly). The strongestwesterly winds with 70 m/s are observed over the Atlanti oean (300°E to 0°E) in thelower mesosphere in 2008. From Fig. 5 one an estimate the magnitude of the stationarywave 1 in zonal wind to about 30-40 m/s between 50-60 km.SPW are mainly fored in the troposphere. The amplitude of SPW1 at 1000 hPa mayreah 10 K in the winter hemisphere (see Fig. 3). Here, we only onsider proxies ofstationary waves (Ps). In order to obtain the distribution shown in Fig. 9, we alulatethe time mean of an 4-dimensional array that inludes temperature data arranged in lon-gitude, latitude, altitude and time. Then the standard deviations w.r.t the longitudes areomputed. The outer two panels in Fig. 9 show small dierenes the standard deviationbetween the two model runs for 2006 and 2008. From SABER data long-term analysisit is expeted that the seondary maximum of the SPW proxy in the mesosphere almostvanishes at midlatitudes. This is not the ase omparing run1 with run2.The travelling PW proxy omponent is shown in Fig. 10. This proxy mainly representsatmospheri normal modes, for whih it is assumed that the soure is noise in the mete-orologial parameters in the troposphere or nonlinear interation between SPW and themean ow (e.g. Pogoreltsev et al., 2007).5.4 Model dierenes by hanging of gravity wave amplitudesOne major unertainty in numerial models is aused by the parameterisation of smallsale proesses suh as GWs. In Fig. 9 it ould be shown that without hanges of GWamplitudes one annot reprodue seasonal or year-to-year variability. Thus, a third modelrun (run3 ) has been arried out with inreased GW amplitudes. One expets in suh aase that the breaking level and the zonal mean wind reversal desends.Figure 11 depits the aeleration rate (ACC) of the mean zonal wind due to GW for thetwo situations. A larger amplitude of GW in 2008 (run3) leads to a stronger deelerationof the mean ow in the upper mesosphere. We interpret the positive anomalies between2006 and 2008 in the winter hemisphere around 70 km as a stronger deeleration rate ofabout 1 m/s/d. The eets in the southern hemisphere are more pronouned.Reently, analyses of GW potential energy derived from SABER temperature proles(Jaobi et al., 2011) have shown that the GW ativity from 2003 to 2008 is inreasing inthe mesosphere. Above, in the lower thermosphere a derease is observed.The model results using the dierent amplitudes of GW for Jan-Feb onditions in 2008are shown in Fig. 12. These patterns obtained by MUAM reveal similarities to the pat-terns in Fig. 5 obtained by SABER. At rst we onsider the temperature anomalies. Inboth the observation and model data one an nd negative values at about 40 km overthe tropis and positive values around 60 km altitude. At low latitudes (20°N-40°N) ofthe northern hemisphere one an reado positive deviations around 40 km (+1 K) andstronger negative values at about 60 km (-5 K), whih indiates a warming of the strato-sphere. In ontrast, the mesosphere is ooling during the two years by +3 K (MUAM)and +10 K (SABER). Note that positive dierenes represent ooling from 2006 through2008.The similar behaviour shows the omparison of SPW between model and data reveals
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promising results. Although we use dierent methods for analysing stationary ompo-nents, for SABER (one-step) and MUAM (proxies), a positive deviation around 40°N and70 km is observed in model (run3 ) and SABER analyses. A positive anomaly impliatesa stronger seondary maximum in 2006 than in 2008 (about 2-3 K). Due to the strongerGW amplitudes the wind reversal in the mesopause region desends and auses a dampingof the SPW in the mesosphere. Figure 12 (left panel) onrms this hange in the middleatmosphere irulation by a drop of the westerly jet on the winter hemisphere of about15 m/s at low-latitudes and at 70 km log-pressure height.
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MUAM: 2008, JF, ACC. [m/s/d], run3
Figure 11: Height-latitude ross setion of aeleration rates for the zonal diretion inJan-Feb 2006 (left panel) and 2008 (right panel) generated by MUAM. The dierenepattern is shown in the middle panel.
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MUAM: 2006-2008, JF, ∆T [K]
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MUAM: 2006-2008, JF, ∆Ps [K]
Figure 12: Height-latitude ross setion of dierenes between model run2 and run3 ofmean zonal wind (left panel), temperature (middle panel) and stationary wave proxy (rightpanel).6. ConlusionsA mehanisti model of the middle and upper atmosphere has been applied in orderto estimate the dierenes between two winters. The results has been ompared with
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AppendixRunning MUAM on Linux-server MUAM works at LIM server (e.g., passat, anemos) using the Fortran ompiler (ifort).There, one an run the model in bakground using the nohup ommand. Via vpn-lient it is possible to open a tunnel to enter the internal network of the LIM fromoutside for starting, terminating or modifying model runs. Many sienti analysisprograms/software are available on the LIM Linux-server (Debian). le system: muam_stud sr: inludes model soure ode* model_48.f (main program, most of the subroutines are alled here)* om_main.f (all ommon variables are dened here)* om_grid.f (inludes model grid dimensions) run:* inlude initial data:· f2_0_Jan_new (initial eld for January, windless, isotherm)· TSMo3_v02.data (monthly mean ozone limatology)· T_lower.dat (height-latitude monthly mean temperature distribution)· t[1,2,3℄_1000mb_Jan9202.dat (inlude ampl. and phas. of the rst har-monis)* les to manage the model run· mod_omma_Alex (inludes swithes)· Run32_tst_Alex_data ()* model output (unformatted)· uvt390_jan_tst.dx (zonal- and meridional wind, temperature)· phi.dx (geopotential height)· wvel.dx (vertial veloity)· gwau.dx; gwav.dx (gravity wave aeleration)· gwuxu.dx; gwuxv.dx (gravity wave momentum uxes) mak: inludes shell-sripts to* ompile soure ode: imake48jan.sh* run model in one-step: run_2006.sh (0-120, 120-210, 210-300, 300-390) analysing model results: muam_analysis_toolkit bakground elds (*.dx) proxies of planetary waves and tides dierene between two model runs alulating amplitude proles of spetral wave omponents (one-step method) atxed latitude alulating spetra for westward- and eastward travelling waves at xed a latitude plotting arrows of the meridional irulation
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